
INFORMATION

AquaMaster Explorer Upgrade to Plastic MIL-Style Connector

N° INF09/024 Issue 2 Product AquaMaster Explorer Manual IM/AM/E

1 Introduction
This publication details the procedure for upgrading an existing
AquaMaster flowmeter installation to enable a plug and socket
type AquaMaster Explorer transmitter to be connected. 

The upgrade is suitable for either a hard-wired installation where
the sensor cable was connected through a gland into the
transmitter or an existing Bulgin (blue plastic) connector type.

The contents of the upgrade kit are shown in Table 1.1:

2 Connecting the Terminal Box

Referring to Fig. 2.1, connect the terminal box between the
sensor cable and an AquaMaster Explorer flowmeter:

1. Cut the Bulgin connector off the cable A (if present),
strip back the cable B 60 mm (2.4 in.) and prepare wire
ends C by exposing 5 mm (0.2 in.) of conductor.

2. Thread the cable through gland. D and screw wire ends
E into terminals with corresponding colors. 

3. Tighten cable gland D.

Description Qty

Terminal box with fitted MIL-style connector and potting 
compound
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Table. 1.1 AquaMaster Explorer 
Plastic MIL-Style Sensor Upgrade Kit (Part No. WAB2035)
Plastic MIL-Style Pressure Upgrade Kit (Part No. WAB2036)

Warning. Isolate the sensor and flowmeter from power
supplies before carrying out this procedure.

Fig. 2.1 Cable Preparation and Connections
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3 Potting the Terminal Box
Referring to Fig. 3.1:

1. Fill the terminal box with potting compound G, following
the potting instructions.

2. Refit the terminal box lid.

3. Allow sufficient curing time as specified in the  potting
instructions.

4. Connect the sensor cable to the AquaMaster Explorer.

� Potting materials are toxic. Read the manufacturers'
instructions carefully before preparing the potting
material and use suitable safety precautions.

� Power up and check all connections before potting.

� The remote terminal box connections must be potted
immediately on completion to prevent the ingress of
moisture.

� Do not overfill or allow the potting material to come into
contact with 'O' rings or grooves.

� Do not let potting material enter conduit (if used).

Fig. 3.1 Potting the Terminal Box
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